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Software Application Services Frequently Asked Questions 
 
Q. What is the difference between Zebra OneCare SW Application Support with Defect Fix and  
     Zebra OneCare Software Application Tier 2 Help Desk Support ? 

A. Zebra OneCare SW Application Support with Defect Fix is only applicable to Zebra developed 
applications and entitles the customer access to software defect fixes.  Zebra ONE Care Software 
App Tier 2 Help Desk Support is an optional post launch service for Zebra developed applications 
or 3rd party applications that have executed the Zebra Application Test and Validation Bundle 
service.   
 

Q. Will Zebra provide for Zebra OneCare Software Application Tier 2 Help Desk  
     Support for applications developed by Customers or Partners ? 

A. Yes, those applications that have been validated via the Zebra Test and Validation services 
offering (SKU: PS-APP-TEST-VALD) will be eligible for Zebra ONE Care Software App Tier 2 Help 
Desk Support (SKU: SWS-Z1C-T2HD-10).  If these services are not purchased, then support  can 
be provided as Time & Material. 
 

Q. Will Zebra provide localization options for documentation and application UI ? 
A. Yes, Zebra can support localization for multiple languages.   

 
Q. Will Zebra be providing seed funding to Partner community for application development? 

A. There are currently no formal seed funding programs in place however individual engagements will 
be evaluated on case by case basis to address funding gaps for application development based on 
specific customer opportunity. Please forward your request to your CAM and SE representative. 
 

Q. Does the Zebra Software Application Development and Support Bundle include deployment and  
     integration into the customer’s network ? 

A. The Application Bundle does not include deployment and integration activities.  If that service is 
required, your CAM can provide an additional quote for that effort. 

 
Q. Will Zebra be providing a local resource to deliver the Application Services ? 

A. We have assigned a Software Services Resource Manager to the NA/LA and EMEA regions in 
addition to local regional teams that will be doing the delivery of the application service.  We will 
also leverage the local sales teams that are already in place for items such as presales activities 
and post sales project management. 

 
Q. Will Zebra offer Zebra OneCare Software Application support services beyond year 1 ? 

A. Yes, both Zebra OneCare Software Application Support with Defect Fix and Tier 2 Help Desk 
Support offer an Evergreen option. 

 
Q. What is the difference between the Compatible/Validated testing currently offered for ISV  
     applications and the new Zebra Application Test and Validation Bundle? 

A. Compatible and Validated test program is a partner enablement program that tests generic 
Common Off The Shelf (COTS) ISV software on Zebra mobile devices.  In most cases, the COTS 
software is configured and/or customized to suit end users’ requirements.  In addition, partners 
may also build a fully custom application from scratch to meet unique and complex end users’ 
requirements.  Application Test and Validation Bundle was created specifically to support these 
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custom use cases by executing a comprehensive third party application test suite to verify 
interoperability and functionality against customer-specific use cases and end user environment.   

 
Q. Does the Zebra Application Test and Validation Bundle include accessories? 

A. Yes, the test service includes the customer application running on Zebra mobile devices, printers 
and other peripherals. 

 
Q. How does the Application Development JumpStart Service provided to customers different from  
     the similar service provided to ISVs? 

A.   Solutions JumpStart program for ISVs is designed to help their generic application development.  
One example is when we help ISVs to migrate their existing COTS application to one of our pre-
release devices as a part of the Early Adopter program.  Application Development JumpStart is a 
consulting service provided directly to customers (or their designated ISV) to accelerate their 
application development cycle and to optimize the application performance on Zebra devices.   

 
Q. Who is ITR Mobility and what were the driving factors behind the recent acquisition?  How will 
     this acquisition benefit our customers and partners?  How can partners participate? 

A.   ITR Mobility is a leading consulting firm that transforms business process, user experience and 
modernization of enterprise mobility with application development.  The ITR team brings iFactr, 
which uniquely offers a migration path for legacy Windows Mobile/CE .NET Compact Framework 
applications to work on Windows Embedded 8 Handheld, iOS, and Android devices without a 
complete rewrite of the applications. Whether building new apps or modernizing existing systems, 
iFactr was designed from the ground-up for mission-critical enterprise line-of-business apps, 
providing rich, native experiences for every platform and support for critical sensors on rugged 
devices like barcode scanning and location services. 

 
      Our joint customers are facing an ever changing landscape related to managing multiple operating 

systems on a myriad types of devices.  With four incompatible operating systems vying for control 
of the rugged handheld market, immense challenges and significant uncertainty for enterprises, 
ISVs, and OEMs alike are introduced.  The acquisition further scales Zebra’s competency and 
capacity to be a trusted partner in the modernization of enterprise OS and application migration 
through lowered risk for the customer and increased speed to market for the solution. 

 
      The acquisition enhances offers previously announced to our channel partners including our 

Application Migration and Support Services from our Professional Services practice.  All of these 
services, including the benefits associated with the acquisition, are available to our partners to sell 
and leverage.  

 
Q:  How will Zebra be integrating ITR Mobility and iFactr into the Services organization?  

 A:  The ITR Mobility / iFactr teams are being folded into our Global Services business as we see the 
value proposition of this business as a means to accelerate positive outcomes for our customer 
migrations via services enabled by technology. 

  The commercial software assets are being aligned to our existing software portfolio including Rho 
and the rich ecosystem of third party offerings we have in our ecosystem.  We view the core 
technology as complimenting existing assets rather than overlapping/competing. 
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Q. Will WM 6.5 or CE applications run on a WE8H or Win10 device ?   Will a WE8H application run 
on a Win10 device ?  

A: Without iFactr, the architecture of each of these OS’s are not forward or backwards compatible with 
respect to application support. However, iFactr solves this problem and enables multi-platform 
support from a single code-base via any of it’s migration options (Virtualization, Re-Envision, Re-
Engineer). 

 
Q: What level of application updating will Zebra Professional Services offer? Total re-writes or just 
validation of the customers' re-write? 

A: Zebra offers a full complement of application services that cover the entire software lifecycle.  A 
customer or Partner can choose to engage Zebra’s Software Application Services Team in a 
consultative model assisting in Requirements generation, UI design, participate in a code 
inspection, execute validation testing, etc.  Zebra also offers a full turnkey option where we can 
migrate a customer or partner’s entire application portfolio from a legacy OS to Android or when 
available Win10.   With iFactr technology, Zebra can provide an industry unique approach to 
migration (Virtualization, Re-Envision, Re-Engineer) which may or may not requre a total re-write. 

 
Q: Can Zebra provide migration planning guidance for a customers’ application portfolio ? 

A: Zebra can provide a custom migration strategy for each application in the customer’s portfolio. 
iFactr technology provides industry unique approach (Virtualization, Re-Envision, Re-Engineer) to 
define these individual application roadmaps taking into account factors such time to market, level 
of new functionality, user adoption curve, and risk.   

 
Q: Will Zebra offer the same sort of service or initiative for Windows 10 also, where application re-
write is needed? What are our future plans for application services offerings for Windows 10?  

A: The plan is to support Win 10 with the same portfolio of technology-enabled services as described 
above. 

 
Q: As new versions of Android are released, will customers be able to obtain them easily for their 
devices and will there be a cost for updating to a new version of Android?  

A: Zebra will support new Android point releases (“Updates”) which are made available to those under 
a Zebra OneCare maintenance agreement. There may be a fee for moving to a new Android major 
release (“Upgrade”).  Note that there is a possibility that a new version of Android (“Update” or 
“Upgrade”) could introduce compatibility issues with an aftermarket application (COTS or custom).  
Zebra Application Services team can be engaged to perform validation and issue resolution on our 
custom developed applications prior to moving to a new Android OS to ensure a smooth rollout. 
Please refer to the details of your specific Zebra OneCare maintenance agreement as it may cover 
limited OS upgrade compatibility issues. 

 
Q:  When engaging with customers in which scenarios will you be recommending/leading with 
iFactr, Rho, other third party solutions? I.e. What are the key customer/solution characteristics for 
each scenario?  What role does the partner play?  

A:  Microsoft has stated that they will no longer be offering support for legacy CE, WM6.5/7/8 by 2020.  
This represents over 15M devices sold since 2004, 40%+ are Zebra ruggedized handhelds.  
Enterprises are now carefully considering their OS strategy, along with how they will migrate 
existing applications to the new OS.  Zebra will continue to provide our customers and partners 
with technology neutral recommendations and decision making tools along with implementation 
and support services to help them make the best possible choices as they consider alternatives to 
solve their application migration challenges. Zebra relies on our partners as an essential part of 
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this services-led ecosystem and depending on the nature of customer and investments the partner 
has made in this technology, our partners can position the solution, sell the solution, and in many 
cases, play a role in the delivery of the solution.  
 
The common thread we see across the entire marketplace is the need for customer and partners to 
“de-risk” their migration from legacy OS applications to next generation OS applications especially 
in many cases were a customer use case requires more than one application to be migrated. 

 We see three common scenarios: 
 

      New custom application development or complete re-writes of existing applications. These projects 
typically have the longest implementation cycles and highest costs: 

• Rho Mobile provides an outstanding developer tool set to build cross platform applications 
leverage HTML5 and web based technology and skill sets.  We’ll continue to recommend 
Rho and offer implementation and support services for customers and partners where 
HTML5 based cross platform development is the right fit for the job at hand. 

• Other customers and partners will prioritize leveraging iFactr‘s traditional .NET / C# 
development approach and will continue to find that more appealing to solve particular 
mobility application challenges, especially when the value added components included in the 
iFactr tools can be used to dramatically reduce development cycles. 

     Packaged applications 
• We continue to see tremendous value in off the shelf packaged applications.  As you know 

Zebra offers many of these directly including the Zebra Commerce Suite. 
• We’ll continue to support our partner ecosystem in their traditional approaches to migrating 

their applications to current operating systems and in fact a large part of our ecosystem 
already offer their applications on current generation devices so our customers have lots of 
great choices in our channel community. 

• The iFactr solution is an incredibly compelling option for partners who’ve not yet settled on a 
long term strategy to support their applications across current and future mobile operating 
systems.  We are committed to supporting the platforms evolution as new OS’s become 
viable in the marketplace for years to come and see this as an ideal way for our partners to 
focus their efforts on their solutions value add as opposed simple getting it to work on a 
particular OS. 

      Application “Virtualization” – an emerging technology trend 
• iFactr offers a unique and extremely compelling offering with Application “virtualization” 
• The iFactr solution makes it possible for customers and partners to minimize the risk of 

application migration by taking steps along the way to a next generation solution. 
• The first step customer face is migrating an existing application onto a new OS.  A customer 

or partner sends Zebra two things, their application source code and the documentation for 
their user interface.  By leveraging the unique iFactr CE virtualization libraries along with our 
ITR mobility professional services team, we compile their application using our CE 
virtualization libraries and our UI experts map and correct any user interface changes 
needed.  Once the UI changes are complete we compile the new application and at that 
point it is ready to run on ALL our supported OS’s.  Today’s that’s CE, Android, Windows 8 
and coming soon Windows 10. 

• The greatest benefit with virtualization, beyond the simple cost and speed advantages, is 
that it can be used in conjunction with other approaches in order to allows customers to 
avoid a “Big Bang” approach to migration where ALL applications have to be rewritten, users 
have to be retrained and new hardware has to be deployed.   With virtualization, customers 
can choose to stagger these roll outs in order to reduce cost and increase adoption. 
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Q: What is the different between Virtualization and porting ?  

A: Virtualization is a migration approach using technology unique to Zebra which provides the fastest 
and lowest risk option to migrate an application originally written for a legacy OS running on a 
modern OS.  It provides for full feature parity but no new capabilities.   Porting is another term for 
re-writing which carries the highest risk and longest development cycle.  However, in some cases, 
this may be the desired approach to address a need of Re-Engineering the overall business 
process supported by the application and the perhaps even the backend server business software.  

 
Q: What if I don’t have access to the source code for an application ?  Is it still a candidate for 
Virtualization ?  

A: Source code is a required input for either the Virtualization or Re-Envision migration options.  If 
source code is not available then a Re-Engineering (total re-write) approach is the only option.  

  
Q:  What does this mean for partners such as BlueFletch with whom you have collaborated on app 
modernization (for HomeDepot)? How will you be messaging this acquisition to the broader 
partner community?  

A:  This acquisition is further proof in Zebra’s investment strategy to scale our capacity and 
capabilities, along with our partners, to provide enterprises a trusted path to modernize their OS 
and application migration strategy.  Not only will we continue to leverage, support and promote our 
channel partners as part of our full solutions for customers, but we think this enables our partners 
in a way that’s unique to the industry.  These are solutions that we’ve designed specifically to be 
enablers for our channel. We have begun to communicate and support our partners with services 
offerings to enable their business success.  You may have seen our announcements at our recent 
channel partner summit where we are offering services directly to partners, allowing our partners to 
resell our offers and also participate in the delivery of our offerings.  This acquisition only 
strengthens that position and gives our partners a competitive advantage. 

 
Q:  How is  Zebra’s recently launched Asset Visibility Platform impacted by this acquisition?  

A:  The recently launched Operational Visibility Service, enabled by Zebra’s Asset Visibility Platform, 
provides the location, condition, health, usage patterns and repair history of a customer’s devices, 
generally across multiple operating systems.  This level of visibility affords our customers a deeper 
level of visibility and actionable insights into their mobility assets resulting in higher operational 
efficiencies and productivity. As part of a customer’s mobility, OS, and application assessment and 
integration, the iFactr solution de-risks the proof of concept, as well as speeds the time to 
deployment, all while the Operational Visibility Service manages the evolution of the deployment. 
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